Because nothing is more critical to braking safety than correct brake adjustment, rely on the unmatched performance and quality of the genuine Haldex AA1 Automatic Brake Adjuster.

Setting the standard in reliable performance and durability, our easy-to-install AA1 ABA has a unique control arm that eliminates the high cost and increased maintenance of linkage style adjusters. Keeping brakes in proper adjustment by measuring the lining-to-drum clearance on every stop, the clearance-sensing design prevents excessive brake wear, resulting from over-adjustment, while reducing the risk of roadside inspection violations. And, the optimized adjustment rate of the clearance-sensing adjuster lowers the risk of over-adjustment during long, hard braking sessions.

With better sealing and more durable design, the AA1 is backed by the Industry’s Best Warranty – 6 years for line-haul applications – 3 years for severe service.
EXCLUSIVE DESIGN BENEFITS

The AA1 utilizes o-rings to provide a reliable seal and prevent contamination. Only Haldex heat treats its ABA housing to extend service life and minimize internal wear. Chrom-moly gears and a buttress tooth configuration on the gears of the worm wheel reduce gear stress and further increase ABA service life.

As with other Haldex automatic brake adjusters, it is easy to check the adjuster’s function, set-up and operation.

PRODUCT OFFERING

A complete part number listing of the Haldex AA1 Brake Adjuster product offering can be found in the Haldex Master Catalog or the Haldex website.

TECHNICAL SERVICE

Contact the Haldex Technical Service Department at 800-643-2374 for additional details on the Haldex AA1 Brake Adjuster.